Protect your vision with VSP® Vision Care.

VSP Primary EyeCare Plan™
VSP puts our members first and guarantees your satisfaction. As the only national not-for-profit vision care company, we reinvest in the things you value most like protecting your eyes with medical and urgent eyecare services available through the Primary EyeCare Plan.

With your coverage, you get:

✓ treatment for eye pain, or conditions like pink eye;
✓ tests to diagnose sudden vision changes;
✓ pictures of your eyes to detect and track eye conditions, such as glaucoma and diabetic eye disease;
✓ exams to monitor cataracts;
✓ retinal screenings.¹

You get high-quality vision care and service from VSP doctors who have met the highest credentialing requirements in vision care and always provide the very best care available. If they find that you need to see a specialist, they'll consult and coordinate with your primary care physician.

It’s easy to use.
You can visit your VSP doctor as often as needed, and you only pay a copay for services. Plus, there’s no referral necessary.²

• Find the VSP doctor who’s right for you. To find a VSP doctor, visit vsp.com or call 800.877.7195.
• At your appointment, tell them you have VSP. There’s no ID card necessary.

That’s it! We’ll handle the rest—there are no claim forms to complete when you see a VSP doctor.

¹ For eligible members with diabetes.
² Some health plans require a referral from a primary care physician.

VSP Primary EyeCare coverage is only available through a VSP doctor and pays secondary to other medical eye insurance coverage. This coverage is for health-related vision problems and doesn’t cover routine eye exams. Contact your VSP doctor for an appointment to use your routine eyecare benefits.
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